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Abstract
Dynamic data flow tracking (DFT) deals with the tagging and tracking of “interesting” data as they propagate during program execution. DFT has been repeatedly implemented by a variety of tools for numerous purposes, including protection from zero-day and cross-site scripting attacks, detection and prevention of information leaks, as well as for the analysis of legitimate and malicious software. We present libdft, a dynamic DFT framework that unlike previous work is at once fast, reusable, and works with commodity software and hardware. libdft provides an API, which can be used to painlessly deliver DFT-enabled tools that can be applied on unmodified binaries, running on common operating systems and hardware, thus facilitating research and rapid prototyping.

We explore different approaches for implementing the low-level aspects of instruction-level data tracking, introduce a more efficient and 64-bit capable shadow memory, and identify (and avoid) the common pitfalls responsible for the excessive performance overhead of previous studies. We evaluate libdft using real applications with large codebases like the Apache and MySQL servers, and the Firefox web browser. We also use a series of benchmarks and utilities to compare libdft with similar systems. Our results indicate that it performs at least as fast, if not faster, than previous solutions, and cannot be easily modified for use in others.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.5 [Testing and Debugging]: Monitors; D.2.13 [Reusable Software]: Reusable libraries

General Terms Design, Performance, Security

Keywords Data flow tracking, dynamic binary instrumentation, taint analysis, information leak detection, exploit prevention

1. Introduction
Dynamic data flow tracking (DFT), also frequently referred to as information flow tracking, is a well known technique that deals with the tagging and tracking of “interesting” data as they propagate during program execution. DFT has many uses, such as analyzing malware behavior [8, 20], hardening software against zero-day attacks (e.g., buffer overflow, format string, SQL-injection, and cross-site scripting (XSS)) [2, 17, 21], detecting and preventing information leaks [10, 29], and even debugging software misconfigurations [1]. From an architectural perspective, it has been integrated into full system emulators [5, 20] and virtual machine monitors [13, 16], retrofitted into unmodified binaries using dynamic binary instrumentation [21], and added to source codebases using source-to-source code transformations [27]. Proposals have also been made to implement it in hardware [8, 23, 25], but they have had little appeal to hardware vendors.

Previous studies utilized DFT to investigate the applicability of the technique into a particular domain of interest, producing their own problem-specific and ad-hoc implementations of software-based DFT that all suffer from one, or more, of the following issues: high overhead, little reusability (i.e., they are problem specific), and limited applicability (i.e., they are not readily applicable to existing commodity software). For instance, LIFT [21] and Minemu [2] use DFT to detect security attacks. While fast, they do not support multithreaded applications (the first by design). LIFT only works with 64-bit binaries, while Minemu only with 32-bit binaries, featuring a design that requires extensive modifications to support 64-bit architectures. More importantly, they focus on a single problem domain and cannot be easily modified for use in others.

More flexible and customizable implementations of fine-grained DFT have also failed to provide the research community with a practical and reusable DFT framework. For example, Dytan [6] focuses on presenting a configurable DFT tool that supports both data and control flow dependencies. Unfortunately, its versatility comes with a high price, even when running small programs with data flow dependencies alone (control flow dependencies further impact performance). For instance, Dytan reported a 30x slowdown when compressing with gzip, while LIFT reports less than 10x. Although the experiments may not be directly comparable, the significant disparity in performance suggests that the design of the first is not geared towards low overhead.

This paper argues that a practical dynamic DFT implementation needs to address all three problems listed above, and thus it should be concurrently fast, reusable, and applicable to commodity hardware and software. We introduce libdft, a meta-tool in the form of a shared library that implements dynamic DFT using Intel’s Pin dynamic binary instrumentation framework [15]. libdft’s
performance is comparable or better than previous work, incurring slowdowns that range between 1.14x and 6.03x for command-line utilities, while it can also run large server applications like Apache and MySQL with an overhead ranging between 1.25x and 4.83x. In addition, it is versatile and reusable by providing an extensive API that can be used to implement DFT-powered tools. Finally, libdft runs on commodity systems. Our current implementation works with x86 binaries on Linux, while we plan to extend it to run on 64-bit architectures and the Windows operating system (OS). libdft introduces an efficient, 64-bit capable, shadow memory, which represented one of the most serious limitations of earlier works, as flat shadow memory structures imposed unmanageable memory space overheads on 64-bit systems, and dynamically managed structures introduce high performance penalties. More importantly, libdft supports multiprocess and multithreaded applications, and it does not require any modifications to programs or the underlying OS.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We discuss the design and implementation of a fast and reusable shared DFT library for commodity software. Specifically, we investigate and identify the underlying reasons responsible for the performance degradation incurred by previous DFT tools and present a design that minimizes it. We approach the problem from a systems perspective and attempt to answer the following questions: What are the performance boundaries of such a DFT tool? What practices need to be avoided by practitioners and system implementors? What is the source of the overhead? We also present a set of novel optimizations for further improving the performance of DFT.

- We present the development of a libdft-powered tool, namely libdft-DTA, to demonstrate the reusability of libdft as well as its capabilities. libdft-DTA performs dynamic taint analysis (DTA) to detect zero-day attacks similarly to TaintCheck [17], Eudaemon [19], and LIFT [21]. We show that our versatile API can be used to painlessly develop an otherwise complex tool in approximately 450 lines of C++ code.

- We evaluate the performance of libdft using real applications that include complex and large software such as the Apache and MySQL servers, and the Firefox web browser. libdft achieves performance similar, or better, than previous work, while being applicable to a broader set of software. Moreover, our extensive evaluation establishes a set of bounds regarding the performance of DFT. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform such an extensive evaluation of a DFT framework.

- Our implementation is freely available as a shared library (available at: http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~vpk/research/libdft/) and can be used for developing tools that transparently (i.e., without requiring any change on applications or the underlying OS) make use of DFT services. Developers can use the API provided to easily define data of interest, and then capture their use at arbitrary points. This way libdft facilitates research and rapid prototyping, by allowing potential users to focus on solving a particular problem (e.g., detecting information leaks or application misconfigurations), rather than dealing with the elaborate details of an information flow tracking framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces DFT and discusses the differences between dynamic and static DFT approaches. We present libdft in Section 3 and elaborate on its implementation in Section 4. Section 5 discusses libdft’s API through the creation of a DTA tool, which we evaluate along with libdft in Section 6. Section 7 examines the limitations of the current implementation, along with future considerations. Related work is presented in Section 8 and conclusions are in Section 9.

2. Data Flow Tracking

DFT has been a popular subject of research, primarily employed for enforcing safe information flow and identifying illegal data usage. In past work, it is frequently referred to as information flow tracking (IFT) [23] or taint analysis. This work defines DFT as: “the process of accurately tracking the flow of selected data throughout the execution of a program or system”. This process is characterized by three aspects, which we will attempt to clarify with the help of the code-snippets in Figure 1.

Data sources Data sources are program or memory locations, where data of interest enter the system, usually after the execution of a function or system call. Data coming from these sources are tagged and tracked. For instance, if we define files as a source, the data call in Figure 1 would result in tagging data and pass.

Data tracking During program execution, tagged data are tracked as they are copied and altered by program instructions. Consider code snippet (a) in Figure 1, where data has already been tagged in line 3. The while loop that follows calculates a simple checksum (XOR all the bytes in data) and stores the result in csum. In this case, there is a data flow dependency between csum and data, since the first directly depends on the latter. On the other hand, authorized in (b) is indirectly affected by the value of phash, which in turn depends on pass. This is frequently called a control flow dependency, and in this work, we do not consider cases of implicit data flow that are in accordance with previous work on the subject [17, 23]. Dynan made provisions for conditionally handling such control-flow dependencies, but concluded that while it can be useful in certain domains, it frequently leads to an explosion in the amount of tagged data and to incorrect data dependencies [6]. Ongoing work attempts to address these issues [14].

Data sinks Data sinks are also program or memory locations, where one can check for the presence of tagged data, usually for inspecting or enforcing data flow. For instance, tagged data may not be allowed in certain memory areas and function arguments. Consider again the code-snippet (a) in Figure 1, where in line 7 csum is written to a file. If files are defined as data sinks, the use of write with csum can trigger a user-defined action.

Dynamic versus static DFT Performing DFT requires additional memory for the data tags. Also, the program itself needs to be extended with tag propagation logic, and data tagging and checking logic at the sources and sinks respectively. The additional code for that is frequently referred to as instrumentation code, and can be injected either statically (e.g., during source code development and at compile/loading time), or dynamically using virtualization or dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI). Static systems apply DFT by recompiling software using a modified compiler [24], or a source-to-source transformation engine [27]. Conversely, the dynamic ones can be directly applied on unmodified binaries, including commercial off-the-shelf software [21, 26, 29]. In both cases, software needs to be extensively instrumented for associating data with some kind of tag and injecting logic that asserts tags at the sources, propagates them according to the data dependencies defined by the program semantics, and finally, inspecting the sinks for the presence of tagged data. Dynamic solutions, albeit being much slower than static ones, have the advantage of being immediately, and incrementally, applicable to already deployed software.
When a user attaches to an already running process, or launches a new one using a libdft-enabled Pintool, the injector first injects Pin’s runtime and then passes control to the tool. There are three types of locations that a libdft-enabled tool can use as a data source or sink: program instructions, function calls, and system calls. It can “tap” these locations by installing callbacks that get invoked when a certain instruction is encountered, or when a certain function or system call is made. These user-defined callbacks drive the DFT process by tagging or un-tagging data, and monitoring or enforcing data flow. Figure 2 sketches the memory image of a process running under a libdft-enabled Pintool. The highlighted boxes mark the locations where the tool author can install callbacks. For instance, the user can tag the contents of the buffer returned by the readsystemcall (as in the examples shown in Figure 1), and check whether the operands of indirect call instructions are tagged (e.g., the eax register in Figure 2).

3.1 Data Tags

libdft stores data tags in a tagmap, which contains a process-wide data structure (shadow memory) for holding the tags of data stored in memory, and a thread-specific structure that keeps the tags for the CPU state (i.e., registers) of each running thread. The format of the tags stored in the tagmap is determined by mainly two factors: (a) the granularity of the tagging, and (b) the size of the tags.

Tagging granularity: In principle, we could tag data units as small as a single bit, or up to large contiguous chunks of memory. The first enables us to perform very fine-grained and accurate DFT, while using larger granularity means the data tracking will be coarser and more error prone. For instance, with page-level granularity, moving a single byte (tagged) into an untagged location will result into tagging the whole page that contains the destination, thus “polluting” adjacent data. However, choosing extremely fine-grained tagging comes at a significant cost, as more memory space is needed for storing the tags (e.g., using bit-level tagging, 8 tags are necessary for a single byte and 32 for a 32-bit register). More importantly though, the tag propagation logic becomes more complicated, since data dependencies are also more intricate (e.g., consider adding two 32-bit numbers that only have some of their bits tagged). libdft uses byte-level tagging granularity, since a byte is the smallest addressable chunk of memory in most architectures. Our choice allows us to offer significantly fine-grained tracking for most practical purposes and we believe that it strikes a balance between usability and performance [20].

Tag size: Diometric to tagging granularity, larger tags are more versatile as they allow for different types of data to be tagged uniquely (e.g., each byte could be tagged using a unique 32-bit number). Unfortunately, larger tags require complex propagation logic and more storage space. libdft offers two different tag sizes: (a) byte tags for associating up to 8 distinct values or colors to each tagged byte (every bit represents a different tag class), and (b) single-bit tags (i.e., data are either tagged or not). The first allows for more sophisticated tracking and analysis tools, while the second enables tools that only need binary tags for conserving memory.

3.2 Tag Propagation

Tag propagation is accomplished using Pin’s API to both instrument and analyze the target process. In Pin’s terms, instrumentation refers to the task of inspecting the binary instructions of a program for determining what analysis routines should be inserted where. For instance, libdft inspects every program instruction that (loosely stated) moves or combines data to determine data dependencies. On the other hand, analysis refers to the actual routines, or code, being retrofitted to execute before, after, or instead of the original code. In our case, we inject analysis code implementing the tag propagation logic, based on the data dependencies observed during instrumentation.

The original code and libdft’s analysis routines are translated by Pin’s just-in-time (JIT) compiler for generating the code that will actually run. This occurs immediately before executing a code sequence for the first time, and the result is placed in a code cache (also depicted in Figure 2), so as to avoid repeating this process for the same code sequence. Our injected code executes before application instructions, tracking data as they are copied between registers, and between registers and memory, thus achieving fine-grained DFT. Pin’s VM ensures that the target process runs entirely from within the code cache by interpreting all instructions that cannot be executed safely otherwise (e.g., indirect branches). Moreover, a series of optimizations such as trace linking and register re-allocation are applied for improving performance [15].

Finally, libdft allows tools to modify the default tag propagation policy, by registering their own instrumentation callbacks via its API, for instructions of interest. This way tool authors can tailor the data tagging according to their needs, and cancel tag propagation in certain cases or track otherwise unhandled instructions.

3.3 Challenges for Fast Dynamic DFT

To keep libdft’s overhead low, we carefully examined how DBI frameworks, such as Pin, work for identifying the development practices that should be avoided. Its overhead primarily depends on the size of the analysis code injected, but it can frequently be higher than anticipated due to the structure of the code itself. Specifically, the registers provided by the underlying architecture will be used to execute both application code, as well as code that implements the DFT logic, thus forcing the DBI framework to spill registers (i.e., save their contents to memory and later restore them), whenever an analysis routine needs to utilize registers already allocated. Therefore, the more complex the code, the more registers have to be spilled.
Additionally, certain types of instructions must be avoided due to certain side-effects. For instance, spilling the EFLAGS register in the x86 architecture is expensive in terms of processing cycles, and is performed by specialized instructions (PUSHF, PUSHFD). As a result, including instructions in analysis code that modify this register should be done sparingly. More importantly though, test and branch operations have to be avoided all together, since they result into non-inlined code. In particular, whenever a branch instruction is included in the DFT code, Pin’s JIT engine will emit a function call to the corresponding analysis routine, rather than inline the code of the routine along with the instructions of the application. Imposing such limitations on the implementation of any dynamic DFT tool is a challenge. Our implementation takes into consideration these issues, in conjunction with Pin, to achieve good performance.

The design of libdft provides the foundation for a framework that satisfies all three properties listed in Section 1. By taking into consideration the limitations discussed above, we achieve low overhead. Moreover, the extensive API of libdft makes it reusable, as it enables users to customize it for use in various domains, such as security, privacy, program analysis, and debugging. Finally, the last property is satisfied through the use of a mature, rather than an experimental API, as security, privacy, program analysis, and debugging. Finally, the last property is satisfied through the use of a mature, rather than an experimental API, as it enables users to customize it for use in various domains, such as security, privacy, program analysis, and debugging.

4. Implementation

We implemented libdft using Pin 2.9, which is currently available for Linux and Windows OSs. Our prototype works with unmodified multiprocess and multithreaded applications running on 32-bit x86 CPUs over Linux, but can be extended with moderate effort to operate on the x86-64 architecture and the Windows OS (we discuss future ports in Section 7). The main components of libdft are illustrated in Figure 3.

4.1 The Tagmap

The implementation of the tagmap plays a crucial role in the overall performance of libdft, since the injected DFT logic constantly operates on data tags.

4.1.1 Register Tags

We store the tags for all 8 general purpose registers (GPRs) of the x86 architecture in the vcpu structure, which is part of the tagmap (see Figure 3). Note that we tag and track only the registers that can be directly used by applications (like the GPRs). Registers such as the instruction pointer (EIP), EFLAGS, and segment registers, which are only altered implicitly, are not tagged or traced. Recall that according to our definition of DFT, we only track direct data flow dependencies, so it is safe to ignore EFLAGS. However, instructions that are executed conditionally, based on the contents of EFLAGS, are handled appropriately (e.g., CMOVcc, SETcc).

Moreover, floating point registers (FPU), as well as SSE registers (XMM, MMX) are currently ignored for the sake of simplicity. To support these registers in the future, we only need to enlarge vcpu.

The tagmap holds multiple vcpu structures, one for every thread of execution. Specifically, libdft captures the thread creation and thread termination events of an application and dynamically manages the number of vcpu structures. We locate the appropriate structure for each thread using its virtual id (i.e., an incremental value starting from zero) that is assigned by Pin to every thread. In the case of bit size tags, we use one byte to hold the four 1-bit tags needed for every 32-bit GPR, so that the space overhead of vcpu becomes 8 bytes for each thread. Similarly, in case of byte size tags, we need 4 bytes for every 32-bit GPR, and hence the space overhead of vcpu becomes 32 bytes per thread.

4.1.2 Memory Tags

Bit size tags When libdft is configured to use bit size tags, it stores memory tags in a flat, fixed size structure (see mem_bitmap in Figure 3) that holds one bit for each byte of process addressable memory. The total size of the virtual address space in x86 systems is 4GB (2^32), however the OS reserves part of that space for itself (i.e., the kernel). The amount of space reserved for the kernel depends on the OS, with Linux usually adopting a 3G/1G memory split that leaves 3GB of address space for processes. In this case, we require 384MB to be contiguously reserved for the tagmap.

The memory tags of address vaddr can be obtained as follows:

\[
tval = \text{mem_bitmap}(\text{vaddr} >> 3) \& \text{(MASK << (\text{vaddr} & 0x7))}
\]

Specifically, we use the 29 most significant bits (MSBs) of vaddr, as byte index in mem_bitmap, for selecting a byte that contains the tags of vaddr. Then, we treat the 3 less significant bits of vaddr as bit offset within the previously-acquired byte, and by setting MASK to 0x1 we obtain the tag bit for a single byte. Similarly, if MASK is 0x3, or 0xF, we obtain the tag bits for a word, or double word, respectively. The address space overhead imposed by mem_bitmap is 12.5%. Using a fixed size structure instead of a dynamically managed one (e.g., a page table-like one) allows us to avoid the penalties involved with managing and accessing it. Note that while on 32-bit systems the size of the tagmap is reasonable, flat bitmaps are not practical on 64-bit architectures. For instance, in x86-64 a flat bitmap would require 32TB.

Byte size tags When libdft is using byte-sized tags, it stores them in dynamically allocated tagmap segments (see tseg in Figure 3). Every time the application gets a new chunk of memory implicitly by performing an image load (e.g., when loading a dynamic shared object), or explicitly by invoking a system call like mmap, mremap, brk, and shmat, libdft intercepts the event and allocates an equally sized contiguous memory region. For instance, if the application requests an anonymous mapping of 1MB using mmap, libdft will “shadow” the allocated region with a tagmap segment of 1MB, for storing the byte tags of the mmap-ed memory. More importantly, tagmap segments that correspond to shared memory chunks, are also shared. Hence, two processes running under libdft can effectively share shadow memory. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to implement such a tag sharing scheme.
We obtain information about memory areas mapped at load time, or before libdft was attached to the application, through the proc pseudo-filesystem (/proc/cpidx/maps). This way we acquire the location of the stack and other kernel-mapped memory objects, such as the vDSO and vsyscall pages, and allocate the respective tagmap segments accordingly. In order to deal with the implicit expansion of the stack, libdft pre-allocates a tagmap segment to cover the stack as if it expands to its maximum value, which can be obtained via getrlimit(RLIMIT_STACK). However, the same is not necessary for thread stacks, since they are allocated explicitly using mmap.

During initialization, libdft allocates a segment translation table (STAB) for mapping virtual addresses to their corresponding bytes in tagmap segments. Since memory is given to processes in blocks that are multiples of page size, STAB entries correspond to page size areas. For each page, STAB stores an addend value, which is effectively a 32-bit offset that needs to be added to all memory addresses inside that page, for retrieving the respective tag metadata. Assuming again a 3G/1G memory split and 4KB pages, STAB requires 3MB (i.e., one entry for each 4KB in the range 0x00000000 – 0xBFFFFFFF). Whenever we allocate or free a tagmap segment, we update the STAB structure accordingly. Moreover, we ensure that segments that match with adjacent memory pages are also adjacent. This not only allows dealing with memory accesses crossing segment boundaries (e.g., unaligned multi-byte accesses that span two pages are valid in x86), but also enables us to use a simple operation to retrieve the tag for any memory address:

\[ \text{taddr} = \text{vaddr} + \text{STAB(vaddr >> 12)} \]

The 20 MSBs of vaddr are used as index in STAB to get an addend value, which in turn added to vaddr itself for obtaining the respective tag bytes.

Byte-sized tags let us tag data using 8 different colors, but incur a higher per-byte memory overhead. Additionally, dynamically managing the respective tagmap segments also introduces overhead. However, we proactively allocate tagmap segments whenever the application maps new memory, instead of lazily waiting until a tagmap segment is used, to avoid the penalties involved with using branching instructions in analysis routines.

4.2 Code Instrumentation and Analysis

The tracker is the core component of libdft that is in charge of instrumenting a program to retrofit the DFT logic. It consists of two parts, shown in Figure 3.

4.2.1 Instrumentation Engine

The instrumentation engine is responsible for inspecting program instructions to determine the analysis routine(s) that should be injected for each case. We use Pin’s instrumentation API to inspect every instruction before translated by the JIT compiler. We first resolve the instruction type (e.g., arithmetic, move, logic), and then we analyze its operands for determining their category (i.e., register, memory address, or immediate) and length (byte, word, double word). After gathering this information, we use Pin to insert the appropriate analysis routine before each instruction.

The instrumentation code is invoked once for every sequence of instructions, and the result (i.e., the original code and analysis routines) is placed into Pin’s code cache. We exploit code caching, by handling the x86 ISA complexity during the instrumentation phase, and keeping the analysis routines compact and fast. Specifically, we move the elaborate logic of discovering data dependencies and handling each variant of the same dependency category into the instrumentation phase. This allows us to aggressively optimize the propagation code by injecting compact, category-specific, and fast code snippets before each instruction. Due to the complexity and inherent redundancy of the ISA, our instrumentation engine consists of ~3000 C++ lines of code (LOC).

4.2.2 Analysis Routines

The analysis routines contain the code that actually implements the DFT logic for each instruction. They are injected by the instrumentation engine before every instruction to assert, clear, and propagate tags, and unlike instrumentation code they execute more frequently (i.e., the analysis code injected for a specific instruction, executes every time the instruction executes).

Carefully implementing these analysis routines is paramount for achieving good performance. For instance, while Pin tries to inline analysis code into the application’s code, the use of branch instructions will cause it to insert a function call to the respective routines instead (recall that function calls require extra processing cycles). The same also stands for overly large analysis routines. Interestingly, we observed that the number of instructions, excluding all types of jumps that Pin can inline is ~20.

For these reasons, we introduce two guidelines for the development of efficient tag propagation code: (i) tag propagation should be branch-less, and (ii) tagmap updates should be performed with a single assignment. Both of them serve the purpose of aiding the JIT process to inline the injected code and minimize register spilling. Our analysis routines are made up of ~2500 C LOC, and include only arithmetical, logical, and memory operations. Moreover, we force Pin to use the fastcall x86 calling convention, for making the DFT code faster and smaller (i.e., the compiler will avoid emitting push, pop, or stack-based parameter loading instructions).

Tracking code can be classified to the following categories based on the corresponding instruction type (note that the numbers in parentheses indicate the total analysis routines we implemented for each class, which are necessary for capturing the semantics of different operand types and sizes):

- **alu** (21): analysis routines for the most common x86 instructions that typically have 2 or 3 operands, such as ADD, SUB, AND, XOR, DIV, IMUL, and so forth. For such instructions, we take the union of the source and destination operand tags, and we store the result in the respective tags of the destination operand(s). Immediately are always considered untagged.
- **xfer** (20): this class includes data transfers from a register to another register (r2r), from a register to a memory location and vice-versa (r2m and m2r), as well as from one memory address to another (m2m). For this type of instructions the source operand tags are copied to the destination operand tags, and again, immediates are always considered untagged.
- **clr** (6): certain fairly complex instructions always result in their operands being untagged. Examples of such instructions include CPUID, SETxx, etc. Similarly, x86 idioms such as “zeroing” a register (e.g., xor eax, eax and sub eax, eax), also result in untagging their operands.
- **special** (45): this class includes analysis routines for x86 instructions that cannot be handled effectively with the aforementioned primitives, such as XCHG, CMPXCHG, XADD, LEA, MOVsx, MOVzX, and CND.E. For instance, although XADD can be handled by instrumenting the instruction twice with the respective XFER routines (for exchanging the tag values of the operands), and once with the ALU routine that handles ADD, the code size expansion would be prohibitive. Thus, we choose to implement an optimized analysis routine, for minimizing the injected code and inflicting less pressure on the code cache. libdft has one special handler for each quirky x86 instruction.
- **FPU, MMX, SSE**: these are ignored by default, unless their result is stored into one of the GPRs, or to a memory location. In such cases, the destination is untagged.
Figure 4. Tag propagation code for various analysis routines when libdft is using bit size tags. The `VIRT2BIT` macro is used for getting the byte offset of a specific address in `mem_bitmap` (by performing a bitwise right shift by 3), whereas `VIRT2BIT` gives the bit offset within the previously-acquired byte.

Figure 4 and 5 show excerpts from different types of analysis routines in the case of bit- and byte-sized tags, respectively. Code snippets labeled as `alu` correspond to routines that instrument 2 operand instructions belonging to the ALU category. On the contrary, `xfer` indicates propagation code for the instruction of the XFER category. The operand size (i.e., 8-, 16-, 32-bit) is designated by the `op` label suffix, while the `r2r`, `r2m`, and `m2r` prefixes are used for specifying the operand type (register vs. memory).

In the case of tagmap updates and branch-less tag propagation is relatively easy, due to the design of our shadow memory. Specifically, if both operands are registers, then we merely need to perform a copy or a bitwise OR operation, of the appropriate size, between the respective GPRs in the `vcpu` structure of the current thread. On the other hand, if one of the operands is a memory location, the effective address (i.e., `src` or `dst` depending on the instrumented instruction) goes through STAB for getting the addend value that should be added to the address itself, in order to address the tag bytes from the corresponding tagmap segment (see Section 4.1.2). The final propagation is performed similarly to the previous case.

Note that when libdft is configured to use bit size tags, analysis routines tend to be larger and more elaborate. This is due to the pediatric bit operations that are imperative, since we cannot simply “move” separate bits between different tagmap locations. Hence, in order to avoid using branch instructions or multiple assignment statements, we resort in bit masks and bitwise operations.

4.3 I/O Interface

The I/O Interface is the component of libdft that handles the exchange of data between the kernel and the process through system calls. In particular, it consists of two small pieces of instrumentation code, namely the `pre_syscall` and `post_syscall` stubs, and a table of system call meta-information (`syscall_desc[]`), as illustrated in Figure 3. The `syscall_desc` table holds specific libdft-related information for all the 344 system calls of the Linux kernel (up to v2.6.39). For instance, it stores user-registered callbacks (for using a system call as a data source or sink), descriptors for the arguments of the call, or whether the system call writes data to user space memory.

Figure 5. Code snippets for different analysis routines when libdft is using byte size tags. `VIRT2STAB` is a macro for obtaining the STAB index given a virtual address (it performs a bitwise right shift by 12).

When a system call is made by the application, the stubs are called upon entry and exit. If the user has registered a callback function for a specific system call (either for entering or exiting), it is invoked. Otherwise, the default behavior of the `post_syscall` stub is to untag the data being written/returned by the system call. The advantages of this approach are twofold. First, we enable the tool writer to hook specific I/O channels (e.g., network I/O streams) and inspect the exchanged information. This way, the developer can customize libdft by using system calls as data sources and sinks. Second, we eliminate tag leaks by taking into consideration that some system calls write specific data to user-provided buffers. For example, consider `gettimeofday` that upon each call overwrites user space memory that corresponds to one, or two, `struct timeval` data structures. Such system calls always result in sanitizing (i.e., untagging) the data being returned, unless the tool writer has installed a callback that selectively tags the returned data. Finally, hooking a function call is straightforward, and can be performed directly using libdft’s and Pin’s API.

4.4 Optimizations

4.4.1 Fast vcpu Access (fast_vcpu)

libdft initially stored the per-thread `vcpu` structure in a global array indexed by Pin’s virtual thread id (see Section 4.1.1). However, we determined that this was not the most efficient structure for this purpose. Because the array can be concurrently accessed from multiple threads, proper locking is required to safely expand it when new threads are created. Moreover, retrieving the `vcpu` from an analysis routine demands extra instructions (i.e., array lookup).

Instead, we can utilize Pin’s scratch registers to store a pointer to the `vcpu` structure of each thread. Scratch registers are thread-specific, virtual registers used internally by Pin, but also available for use in Pintools. Each time a new thread is created, we allocate a new `vcpu` structure as before, but instead of adding it in an array, we save its address in such a register. Analysis routines are also modified to receive the scratch register pointing to the `vcpu` as argument. That is, `threads_ctx[tid].vcpu` is changed to `thread_ctx->vcpu` (see Figure 4 and 5). This approach demands more register spilling, but as we experimentally confirmed (see Section 6), the benefits from avoiding locking and an extra array indexing operation, outweigh the spilling overhead.
4.4.2 Fast REP-prefixed Instructions (fast_rep)

Certain x86 instructions, such as MOVS, STOS, and LODS, can be executed repeatedly using the REP prefix. During instrumentation, Pin treats them as implicit loops containing the un-prefixed instruction to allow Pintools insert analysis routines that receive the correct effective address (EA) used on each repetition. This introduces overhead because the REP-prefixed instruction is transformed to a loop, and because tag propagating code is executed within the loop.

However, the effective address (EA) used on each repetition depends on the EA used on the previous repetition and the value of the DF bit in the EFLAGS register: \(EA = EA_{prev} \pm \{1, 2, 4\}\).

We exploit this observation to move part of the analysis code outside the loop. Particularly, we perform the expensive mapping of a memory address to its shadow memory address only on the first repetition. The analysis routine handling the first loop besides performing the required address mapping and propagating tags, also caches the translated shadow memory address. Afterward, the analysis routine handling the rest of the repetitions can use the cached address to perform tag propagation faster. Note that moving all the propagation logic before the loop frequently has adverse effects, like causing Pin to use a function call instead of inlining.

4.4.3 Huge TLB (huge_tlb)

DFT logic constantly operates on data tags. Both when using bit- and byte-sized tags, the analysis routines continuously access the mem_bitmap and STAB structures respectively. As the tag propagation code is interleaved with application instructions, memory accesses are spread between application and shadow memory, thus leading to poor performance of the CPU’s translation lookaside buffer (TLB). We attempt to alleviate the problem by utilizing the multiple page size feature on x86 architectures for reducing the misses in the TLB. Specifically, by allocating mem_bitmap and STAB using the MAP_HUGETLB option with mmap (only for Linux kernel versions ≥ 2.6.32), the allocation is performed using pages of 4MB in size, effectively reducing TLB “poisoning” due to accesses in libdft’s tagmap (i.e., less TLB misses due to memory accesses in mem_bitmap and STAB, as well as less evictions of process entries for serving tagmap page faults).

4.4.4 Tagmap Collapse (tmap_col)

When using byte-sized tags, the tagmap allocates a page of memory for every page used by the application, including pages used for the heap, the stack, libraries, and so forth. However, not all pages are assigned the same access rights. For instance, code segments are usually write-protected, and the same is also true for certain other types of data (e.g., constants, immutable objects, special-purpose shared memory segments). Therefore, unless explicitly altered by a tool writer, the tags corresponding to such pages will always be constant. We observe that the DFT logic will never need to legitimately alter the tag(s) for such memory pages, since the code of the application cannot legitimately update them either.

We exploit this observation, and significantly reduce the memory overhead of tagmap, by collapsing segments that correspond to write-protected memory regions into a single, constant segment. In particular, we allocate a special page using mmap, namely a zero page for clean tags, and set the access bits of that page to PROT_READ, effectively disallowing all writes to it. When new write-protected pages are mapped/allocated by the application, we update the corresponding STAB entries with addend values that map to the zero page. Note that for this optimization we also need to explicitly handle the protect system call for dealing with write-protected pages that are later, or temporarily, mapped as writeable, and vice-versa.

4.5 Memory Protection

Dynamic DFT is frequently used to analyze malware or enforce security, and in that context it is desirable to guarantee the integrity of libdft by protecting its memory similarly to a sandbox [12]. As shown in Figure 2, the same address space is used by the application, Pin that allocates memory to store its code cache, and libdft that allocates the tagmap. Since all of the above reside inside the same space, the tracked program could accidentally or intentionally corrupt Pin or libdft.

Our solution to the problem is inspired by the scheme proposed by Xu et al. [27], and relies on the premise that application code cannot execute natively without first being instrumented and analyzed by libdft. Since we instrument all memory accesses, an instruction that tries to write at memory address \(vaddr\) will be instrumented with the corresponding DFT logic, in order to assert or clear the respective tag(s) in tagmap. Therefore, by restricting access to specific blocks on the tagmap, we can prevent application code from accessing certain memory regions. In the case of bit-sized tags, we first enforce Pin to only use memory in a specific memory range (e.g., in the lower 512MB, 0x00000000 – 0x20000000). Then, we proceed to protect the bits of mem_bitmap that correspond to that range (e.g., the first 64MB). Whenever application code tries to access the lower 512MB of its virtual address space, the DFT analysis routines will access the protected blocks of the tagmap, leading to a memory violation error. However, note that the protected memory region cannot be arbitrary, and depends on the architecture’s page size. Assuming a 4KB page size and 1-bit tags, both the beginning and ending of the protected memory range needs to be aligned to 32K (8 bits per byte × 4KB page).

In the case of byte-sized tags, we allocate a guard page using mmap and set its access bits to PROT_NONE, effectively disallowing any access to it. During initialization, we set all STAB entries that correspond to unallocated memory pages, to point to the guard page. From the application’s perspective, Pin’s and libdft’s memory is always considered unallocated space. Hence, any access to these addresses will result in DFT logic operating on the guard page, leading again to a memory violation error. Note that by using libdft’s API tool writers can register callback handlers for dealing with such violation errors.

5. Creating a Taint Analysis Tool Using libdft

One of the most frequent incarnations of DFT has been dynamic taint analysis. DTA operates by tagging all data coming from the network as tainted, tracking their propagation, and alerting the user when they are used in a way that could compromise his system. In this case, the network is the source of “interesting” data, while instructions that are used to control a program’s flow are the sinks. For the x86 architecture, these are jumps and function calls with non-immediate operands, as well as function returns. Attackers can manipulate the operands of such instructions, by exploiting various types of software memory errors, such as buffer overflows, format string vulnerabilities, and dangling pointers. They can then seize control of the program by redirecting execution to existing code (e.g., return-to-libc, ROP [3]), or their own injected instructions.

In this section, we will demonstrate the design and implementation of a DTA tool, namely libdft-DTA, which we implemented in approximately 450 LOC in C++, using libdft with bit-sized tags and the API calls shown in Table 1. We only list part of the API used for the development of the tools, due to space considerations. First, libdft-DTA invokes libdft_init() for initializing libdft and allocating the tagmap. Next, it uses syscall_set_post() for registering a set of system call hooks to pinpoint untrusted data. Specifically, it monitors the socket API (i.e., socket and accept) for identifying PF_INET, PF_INET6 socket descriptors.
It also hooks the dup, dup2, and fcntl system calls to ensure that duplicates of these descriptors are also tracked. Each time a system call of the read or receive family is invoked with a monitored descriptor as argument, the memory locations that store the network data are asserted using syscall()

libdft-DTA checks if tainted data are used in indirect control transfers (i.e., loaded on EIP) using ins_set_post() with RET, JMP, and CALL instructions. In particular, it instrument them with a small code snippet that returns the tag markings corresponding to the instruction operands and target address (branch target). If any of the two is tainted, execution halts with an informative message containing the offending instruction and the contents of the instruction pointer (EIP). Finally, for protecting against attacks that alter system call arguments, libdft-DTA also monitors the execve system call for tainted parameters.

### 6. Evaluation

We evaluated libdft using a variety of software including a web and database (DB) server, command-line and network utilities, a web browser, and the SPEC CPU2000 suite. Our aim is to quantify the performance of libdft, and establish a set of bounds for the various types of applications and software complexity. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate the performance of a dynamic DFT framework in such depth. We also compare the performance of libdft with the results reported in selected related studies, and proceed to evaluate the effectiveness of the various optimizations and design decisions we took. We close this section with an evaluation of the performance and effectiveness of the libdft-powered DTA tool presented earlier.

The results presented throughout this section are mean values, calculated after running 10 repetitions of each experiment, while the reported confidence intervals correspond to 95%. Our testbed consisted of two identical hosts, equipped with two 2.66 GHz quad core Intel Xeon X5500 CPUs and 24GB of RAM each, running Linux (Debian “squeeze” with kernel version 2.6.32). The version of Pin used during the evaluation was 2.9 (build 39586). When conducting our experiments, the hosts were idle with no other user processes running apart from the evaluation suites.

#### 6.1 Performance

We developed four simple Pintools to aid us in evaluating libdft. The first is nullpin, which essentially runs a process using Pin without any form of instrumentation or analysis. This tool measures the overhead imposed by Pin’s runtime environment alone. The second and third, namely libdft-[bit, byte], utilize libdft for applying DFT on the application being executed, and use bit-sized and byte-sized tags respectively. These tools measure the overhead of libdft when employing single assignment and branch-less propagation, plus the optimizations presented in Section 4.4. Finally, in order to demonstrate the efficacy of our design choices, we also evaluated libdft-unopt, which approximates the behavior of an unoptimized DFT framework. Specifically, it does not employ any optimization scheme and its analysis routines are not inlined, effectively resembling the impact of lax tag propagation.\(^2\) Note that since the performance of libdft does not depend on the existence or amount of tagged data, none of our tools uses any of the API functions for customizing the applied DFT.

**Utilities** The goal of our first benchmark was to quantify the performance of libdft with commonly used Unix utilities. For this experiment, we used the GNU versions of tar, gzip, and bzip2, as well as scp from the OpenSSH package. We selected these applications because they represent different workloads. tar performs mostly I/O, while gzip and bzip2 are CPU-bound applications. In between, scp is both I/O driven and CPU intensive.

We run all the tools natively, and using our four tools, and measured their execution time with Unix time utility. We used tar for archiving and extracting a vanilla Linux kernel “tarball” (v2.6.35.6; ∼400MB), whereas gzip and bzip2 were used for compressing and decompressing it respectively. For scp, we copied 1GB of randomly generated data over SSH, first over an 100Mbps link and then over an 1Gbps link. We present the results in Figure 6.

libdft-bit imposes a slowdown that ranges between 1.14x and 6x (average 3.65x), while libdft-byte ranges between 1.20x and 6.03x (average 3.72x). Pin alone imposes an 1.17x slowdown (this is Pin’s baseline). Overall, the more CPU-bound an application is, the larger the impact of libdft. For instance, bzip2 is the most CPU intensive and tar the least, representing the worst and best performance of libdft. I/O operations have a positive effect on DFT.

This is also confirmed by the overhead observed when running scp over an 1Gbps link, which is higher when compared with the 100Mbps case. We surmise that nullpin and libdft perform worse when the limiting factor is not the I/O, because the respective latency hides the translation and tag propagation overhead. Indeed, when utilizing the 1Gbps link, the bottleneck shifts to the CPU, greatly reducing scp’s throughput. Also note that byte-sized tags impose an additional overhead of 1.9%, which stems from the management cost of the tagmap segments and memory shadowing (see Section 4.1.2). Compared with an unoptimized implementation, libdft with all our optimizations performs 3.64% to 46.37% faster.

**Apache** The second set of experiments calculates the performance slowdown of libdft when applied on larger and more complex software. Specifically, we investigate how libdft behaves when instrumenting the commonly used Apache web server.

---

\(^2\) The body of the analysis routines used in libdft-unopt remains highly condensed, since they are the same routines that we use in libdft-[bit, byte]. Hence, the overhead measured with this tool gives a lower bound of an unoptimized DFT implementation.
We used Apache v2.2.16 and configured it to pre-fork all the worker processes (pre-forking is a standard multiprocesssing Apache module), in order to avoid high fluctuations in performance, due to Apache forking extra processes for handling the incoming requests at the beginning of our experiments. All other options were left to their default setting. We measured Apache’s performance using its own utility `ab` and static HTML files of different size. In particular, we chose files with sizes of 1KB, 10KB, 100KB, and 1MB, and once again run the server natively and with our four tools. We also tested Apache over different network links, as well as with and without SSL/TLS encryption.

Figure 7(a) illustrates the results for running Apache, and transferring data in plaintext. We observe that as the size of the file being served increases, libdft’s overhead diminishes. Similarly to our previous experiment, the time Apache spends performing I/O hides our overhead. As a result, libdft has negligible performance impact when Apache is serving files larger than 10KB at 100Mbps and 100KB at 1Gbps. In antithesis, libdft imposes an 1.25x/1.64x slowdown with 1KB files at 100Mbps/1Gbps when using bit-sized tags. The overhead of byte-sized tagging becomes more evident with smaller files because more requests are served by Apache, also increasing the number of `mmap` calls performed. This leads to higher tagmap management overhead, as segments need to be frequently allocated and freed. We anticipate that we can amortize this extra overhead by releasing segments more lazily, as we may have to re-allocate them soon after.

Figure 7(b) shows the results of conducting the same experiments, but this time using SSL/TLS encryption. We notice that libdft has larger impact when running on top of SSL. In the 100Mbps scenario, the slowdown becomes negligible only for files larger than 1MB, whereas at 1Gbps libdft imposes an 1.24x slowdown even with 1MB files. The reason behind this behavior is that the intensive cryptographic operations performed by SSL make the server CPU-bound. Interestingly, libdft-byte performs 3% better (on average) than libdft-bit. In order to better understand this behavior, we analyzed the mix of the executed instructions and observed that serving a web page over SSL results in an increased number of XFER-type instrumentations, where one of the two operands is memory.\(^7\)

\(^7\) SSL makes heavy use of instructions like MOV, STOS, MOVZX, and MOVX.

![Figure 7. The slowdown incurred by Pin and libdft on the Apache web server when serving static HTML files of different sizes. We used Apache’s benchmarking utility `ApacheBench` (ab) to measure the mean time per request for all four files, first over an 100Mbps link, and then over a 1Gbps link.](image)

![Figure 8. The overhead of Pin and libdft when running MySQL and Firefox. We employed MySQL’s sql-bench benchmark suite, which measures table creation, data selection and insertion. Regarding Firefox, we accessed the 3 most popular web sites from Alexa’s Top 500 and the VEE web site.](image)

Tag propagation code that corresponds to data transfers is more expensive in the case of bit-sized tags than the case of byte-sized tags. This is because the body of the respective `r2m`, `m2r`, and `m2m` analysis routines contains more instructions, due to the elaborate bit operations that are necessary for asserting only specific bits in the tagmap (see Figure 4 and in Section 4.2.2).

**MySQL** In Figure 8(a), we present the results from evaluating MySQL DB server. We used MySQL v5.1.49 and its own benchmark suite (`sql-bench`). The suite consists of four different tests, which assess the completion time of various DB operations like table creation and modification, data selection and insertion, etc. We notice that the average slowdown incurred by Pin’s instrumentation alone is 1.64x, which is higher than the overhead observed when running smaller utilities (see Figure 6). The increased overhead is attributed to the significantly larger size of MySQL’s codebase, which applies pressure on Pin’s JIT compiler and code cache.
As far as libdft is concerned, the average slowdown on the five test suites was 3.36x when using byte-sized tags, and 3.55x when using bit-sized tags. Similarly to our previous experiments, libdft's overhead became more pronounced with more complex and CPU intensive tasks. In this case, the test-insert benchmark was the most exhaustive, involving table creations, random-ordered row insertions, duplicates checking, ordered selection, deletion, and so forth, and exhibited the largest slowdown (4.65x/4.83x). More importantly, libdft performs 5.65% faster when configured to use byte-sized tags. Again, we analyzed the instructions of MySQL and observed a significant amount of XFER-type tag propagation routines in the mix. Our combined set of optimizations reduces the runtime overhead by 20.58% – 24.83%.

Firefox After evaluating two of the most popular servers, we tested libdft with the Firefox web browser that has even larger and more complex codebase, and complements our evaluation of client-side software that started with the smaller utilities. We used Mozilla Firefox v3.6.18 to access the three most popular web sites according to Alexa's Top 500 (http://www.alexa.com/topsites), as well as the site of VEE, and measured the effect of libdft on rendering time. Figure 8(b) illustrates the results for this experiment. We see that the average slowdown under nullpin, libdft-bit, and libdft-byte, was 1.68x, 8.16x, and 7.06x respectively. The overhead is relatively low when accessing mostly static content web pages (VEE), while it increases significantly when accessing media-rich sites (YouTube), and sites that depend heavily on JavaScript (JS) like Gmail. Note that for Facebook and Gmail, we accessed and measured a real profile page and not the log in screen. The effect of optimizations ranges between 18.64% and 29.68%.

Next, we benchmarked the JS engine of Firefox using the Dromaeo test suite (http://dromaeo.com/?recommended). Dromaeo measures the speed of specific JS operations, so there is no I/O or network lag, as in the page loading benchmark. We observed that the slowdown incurred by both nullpin and libdft was considerably higher, with an average of 3.2x for nullpin, and 14.52x/13.9x for libdft-bit/libdft-byte respectively. While increased overhead was expected because this benchmark is also CPU-bound, the slowdown is significantly larger from previous CPU intensive experiments. It seems that since JS is interpreted and subsequently “jitted” by the browser’s runtime, it interferes with the translation and optimizations performed by Pin’s JIT engine, thus leading to excessive runtime overheads. In fact, this implies that significant overheads would emerge whenever DBI is combined with an interpreting runtime environment such as JS. Regardless, when using the browser to access common web sites, we do not suffer the performance decline observed in the Dromaeo benchmark.

6.2 Effectiveness of Optimizations

In order to quantify the impact of our set of optimizations presented in Section 4, we used the SPEC CPU2000 suite. Figure 9 shows the overhead of running the suite under the unoptimized version of libdft (libdft-unopt) normalized to native execution, and the improvement in performance contributed by each optimization, as it is incorporated in our framework. Branch-less and single assignment tag propagation, denoted by O1, has a notable impact on the imposed overhead, reducing it by 10.65% when libdft uses bit-sized tags and 15.09% in case of byte-sized tags. This optimization captures the impact of our efforts for aggressively inlining the analysis routines implementing tag propagation. Optimization O2 (O1 + fast_vcpu) reduces running time by 29.45% and 30.34% for libdft-bit and libdft-byte respectively. Recall that fast_vcpu results in smaller and lock-free code. O3 and O4, which add fast_rep and huge_l1b respectively, offer marginally enhanced performance to libdft (i.e., 0.8% and 0.6% with libdft-bit, and 2.17% and 3.15% with libdft-byte).

This is because SPEC CPU2000 does not utilize large memory chunks, nor it contains a significant amount of REP-prefixed instructions. Thus, the payoff is smaller.

6.3 Comparison with Related Systems

Table 2 compares libdft with other, previously proposed dynamic DFT systems, namely Dytan [6], Minenu [2], LIFT [21], and PTT [11]. In particular, we compare the performance results obtained during the evaluation of libdft, with the numbers reported by the authors of these tools for similar benchmarks. We resorted to using the results reported in related work because we were unable to obtain copies of the software to evaluate it ourselves.4

Dytan is the most flexible tool, allowing users to customize its sources, sinks, and propagation policy, while it can also track data based on control-flow dependencies (see Section 2; Figure 1). Albeit flexible, it incur high performance penalties. For instance, gzip executes 30x slower than running natively, even when implicit tracking is turned off. When the latter is utilized, gzip performs 50x slower, while it can also lead to taint explosion. That is, erroneously tracking large amounts of data, due to the imprecision of control-flow data dependencies [22].

In contrast, Minenu is the fastest tool, but it provides limited functionality. It uses an ad-hoc emulator for the mere purpose of performing fast DTA, and cannot be configured for use in other domains without modifying the emulator itself. Moreover, it does not provide colored tags, nor it supports self-modifying code. More importantly, Minenu cannot be used “as-is” on 64-bit architectures, due to its shadow memory design and heavy reliance on SSE (XMM) registers. In particular, it exploits the XMM registers to avoid spilling GPRs during taint tracking. However, this optimization may not have the same benefits on x86-64, since SSE has become standard and Minenu will have to resort on XMM spilling.

LIFT is another low-overhead dynamic DFT system. Unlike libdft, it focuses on detecting attacks instead of providing an extensible framework. LIFT builds on the premise that programs frequently execute without tagged data, and as a result tag propagation can be omitted. Their approach involves activating data tracking, only when tagged data are loaded in one of the CPU registers. This optimization is orthogonal to libdft, which could also benefit from

4The authors of Minenu were the only that made their emulator available to us. However, since we had no other tool for conducting a fair study, we chose to report the numbers available in the literature for all systems.
Table 2. Comparison between libdft and other dynamic DFT systems. The table also contrasts the systems for selected applications and benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Tag Size</th>
<th>Supported Binaries</th>
<th>Customizable</th>
<th>Control-flow Dependencies</th>
<th>Threading</th>
<th>Indicative Slowdown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libdft</td>
<td>1 &amp; 8 bits</td>
<td>32-bit, 64-bit ready</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.3x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dytan</td>
<td>32 bits</td>
<td>32-bit, 64-bit ready</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>30x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minemu</td>
<td>8 bit (boolean)</td>
<td>32-bit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFT</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td>64-bit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTT</td>
<td>32 bits</td>
<td>32-bit, 64-bit ready</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22.5x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. libdft-DTA successfully prevented the listed attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>SecurityFocus ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wu-ftdp v2.6.0</td>
<td>Format string</td>
<td>BID 1387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APThpwd v0.4</td>
<td>Stack overflow</td>
<td>BID 5215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WsMp3 v0.2</td>
<td>Heap corruption</td>
<td>BID 6240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProFTPd v1.3.3</td>
<td>Stack overflow</td>
<td>BID 44562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Related Work

The work closest to ours is by Clause et al. [6], which we compared with libdft in Section 6.3. LIFT [21] and Minemu [2] are two of the fastest DFT systems based on binary instrumentation, but as we have also discussed earlier, they are problem-specific and offer less functionality to prospective DFT users. More importantly, LIFT optimizations are orthogonal to libdft and could be exploited to further improve the performance of our tool.

TaintCheck [17] was one of the first tools to utilize DTA, for protecting binary-only software from buffer overflow and other types of memory corruption attacks, entirely in software. TaintCheck incurs prohibitive slowdowns, which may case an application to run up to 37x slower. Vigilante [7] utilizes DFT to generate self-certifying alerts (SCAs). These alerts accurately describe the network message that was used in a previously detected attack, and can be distributed to parties hosting vulnerable software without the need for a secure distribution channel, because they can be independently and securely certified by the receiving party. Vigilante relies on the possibility of capturing attacks on server honeypots that will generate the SCAs, and as such does not focus on performance.

Eudemon [19] builds upon the Qemu user space emulator to allow one selectively apply taint analysis on a process (e.g., when potentially harmful actions are taken, or the system is idle). It incurs an overhead of approximately 9x, which can be alleviated on long-running applications by selectively enabling or disabling DFT. TaintEraser [29] uses Pin to apply taint analysis on binaries for the purpose of identifying information leaks. Furthermore, it introduces the concept of “function shortcuts” to reduce the overhead.
These shortcuts enable the native execution of frequently called functions, but need to be defined manually by the developer, reducing the portability and practicality of the system. libdft could also benefit by such shortcuts (e.g., in prevalent libc functions).

Hardware implementations of DFT \cite{8,9,22} have been proposed to evade the large penalties imposed by software-only implementations, but unfortunately they have had no appeal with hardware vendors. Implementations of DTA using virtual machines and emulators have been also proposed \cite{5,13,20}. While these solutions have some practicality for malware analysis platforms and honeypots, they induce slowdowns that make them impractical on production systems.

Speck \cite{18} increases the performance of security checks, like DTA, by decoupling the checks from application execution using process-level replaying and Pin. In this manner, DTA can be run parallel with the application, while the DTA itself can be also parallelized. Similarly, Aftersight \cite{4} decouples VM execution from program analysis, offloading the task to a separate, or even remote, platform. HiStar \cite{28} uses labels to tag and protect sensitive data. It is a new OS design, and its main focus is to protect the system from components that start exhibiting malicious behavior after being compromised. HiStar’s data tracking is more coarse-grained than libdft’s, and introduces major changes in the OS level.

9. Conclusions
We presented libdft, a practical dynamic DFT platform. Our goal is to facilitate future research by providing a framework that is at once fast, reusable, and applicable to commodity software and hardware. We also investigated the reasons that DFT tools based on DBI frameworks frequently perform badly, and presented the practices that need to be avoided by the authors of such tools. Our evaluation shows that libdft imposes low overhead, comparable to or faster than previous work. Its effect on web server throughput can be negligible when running over a 100Mbps network link and serving static HTML files, while even when switching to a 1Gbps link it never exceeds 2.04x. Moreover, we showed that performance depends on application CPU and I/O requirements. For instance, MySQL performs approximately 3.36x slower under libdft, while I/O intensive tools like tar sustain less than 1.14x overhead. We believe that libdft strikes a balance between usability and performance, incurring non prohibitive costs, even when running large and complex software like MySQL, Apache, and Firefox.
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